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Senator Clairbone Pell
Chairman
Committee on Arts and Humanities
US Senate
Washington D.C. 20510
November l, 1979

Dear Mr.

Senator~

I am writing to you on behalf of a young and talented modern
dance company to ask for your help and guidance in finding financial
support.
. The company -Wymmer \'fymmer and Dancers- stands out first because
of the highly creative new ideas of its chor~ographers, and second,
because of its bright, educated and dedicated danc~rs.
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\'lyrnmer Wymmer and Dancers have been warmly acclaimed by the
critics wherever they have performed. But money is non existent. One of
the dancers~ a phi beta kappa graduate from Stanford is working long hours
as a waitress in order to survive, just to give you an exemple.
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Could you please tell us what needs to be done in order to get
financial support.~ h~N to go about it, whom to approach, at which levellocal, state or fed~ral- should it be most productive to make inquiries?

Your answer will be ver:y much appreciated.
Yours sincerely
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Nicole Prevost Logan
Durban
c/o State Department
Washington D.C. 20520
encl: a photocopy of one of the brochures
of Wymme~Wymmer and Dancers
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